
Judaism: Core Beliefs – Differences in Tradition

Key Words

Core Beliefs: Orthodox, Reform and Liberal Jews

Key Sources of Authority

• The Tenakh - The Torah (the Law), the Nevi’im (the 
Prophets) and the Ketuvim (the Writings).

• The Talmud – this is the written version of the Oral 
Torah which provides a commentary to explain the 
meaning behind the scriptures and how to apply the 
laws.
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• Can the word of God be questioned or changed?

• Should the Torah be interpreted in different ways?

Since the emergence of Judaism around 4,000 years ago, different Jewish communities have responded in a variety of ways 
to cultural and social change. Over time this has led to the formation of different branches or movements within Judaism, 
each with its own beliefs and practices.  

• Orthodox Jews stick to the traditional values of Judaism. They believe that the Torah is the word of God and cannot be 
changed. They accept the 613 mitzvot (commandments) in the Torah as the foundation of their lives and ethical values 
and so follow them strictly. They also believe that the Talmud (the interpretations of the law) originates from God. As 
such, they do not believe that the teachings of Judaism should be adapted to suit the demands of modern life and so 
any technological or scientific advancements must be considered within the teachings of Judaism. They adhere to the 
laws of Shabbat and Kashrut very strictly and some attend synagogue three times a day. Services at synagogue will be 
conducted in Hebrew and men and women remain separated from one another during worship. However, it is important 
to remember that even within the Orthodox tradition there are further divisions. For example, the Charedi are groups 
of Ultra-Orthodox or Hassidic Jews, who separate themselves from much of the outside world in order to dedicate 
themselves to the study and practice of the Torah.

• Reform Judaism developed in the 19th century as a response to the need among some Jews for Judaism to adapt to the 
demands of modern society. Reform Jews believe that although the Torah was inspired by God, it was written by humans 
and reflects a particular time in history; therefore, it does not have to be accepted literally. Instead, they believe that 
individuals can use their own conscience and reason to interpret it. As a result, Reform Jews do not follow the traditional 
Jewish dress code and often do not observe all of the laws of Kashrut set out in the mitzvot. Services at synagogue are 
conducted in a mixture of Hebrew and the language of the country where they live, while men and women sit together 
and women can be rabbis.

• Liberal Judaism describes itself as ‘the Judaism of the past in process of becoming the Judaism of the future’. Liberal Jews 
are similar to Reform Jews and share their views on scripture. However, they are more radical in their practices: they 
encourage their fellow Jews to make up their own mind about which traditions to follow or reject and what is right or 
wrong. They promote justice and kindness while walking humbly with God. They welcome both those who have grown up 
as Jews and those who have converted to Judaism in later life.

• Secular Jews are those who may have been born into Judaism but who do not observe the teachings and practices of 
Judaism.  
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